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Abstract
Background:
ذ؟¬·»²¬­ ؟©؟·¬·²¹ ­«®¹»®§ ¬§°·½؟´´§ »¨°»®·»²½» ­·¹²·؛·½؟²¬ °¸§­·½؟´ ؟²¼ °­§½¸±´±¹·½؟´ ­¬®»­­ٍ ت·¬؟´ ­·¹²­ ؟²¼
­»®«³ ½±®¬·­±´ ´»ھ»´ ؟®» ؟´¬»®»¼ ·² ®»­°±²­» ¬± ؟²¨·»¬§ٍ ج¸» ؟·³ ±؛ ¬¸·­ ­¬«¼§ ©؟­ ¬± ؟­­»­­ ¬¸» »؛؛»½¬­ ±؛
°®»±°»®؟¬·ھ» »¼«½؟¬·±² ±² °¸§­·±´±¹·½؟´ ·²¼·½»­ ؟²¼ ½±®¬·­±´ ´»ھ»´ ±؛ ؛»³؟´» °؟¬·»²¬­ «²¼»®¹±·²¹ »´»½¬·ھ»
­«®¹»®·»­ٍ
Materials and Methods:
×² ¬¸·­ ­·²¹´»َ¾´·²¼»¼ ®؟²¼±³·¦»¼ ½±²¬®±´´»¼ ¬®·؟´ô êً ©±³»² «²¼»®¹±·²¹ ¹§²»½±´±¹·½؟´ »´»½¬·ھ» ­«®¹»®·»­ ·²
ص±©­؟® ط±­°·¬؟´ ّد؟¦ھ·²ô ×®؟²÷ ©»®» ®؟²¼±³´§ ؟­­·¹²»¼ ¬± »·¬¸»® ½±²¬®±´ ±® ·²¬»®ھ»²¬·±² ¹®±«°ٍ ج¸»
°؟¬·»²¬­ ±؛ ¬¸» ·²¬»®ھ»²¬·±² ¹®±«° ©»®» ؟­­»­­»¼ ¾؟­»¼ ±² ¬¸» ²«®­·²¹ °®±½»­­ ؟؛¬»® ؟¼³·­­·±²ٍ ح«¾¶»½¬­ ©·¬¸
؟²¨·»¬§ô ·²؟¼»¯«؟¬» ؟©؟®»²»­­ô ؟²¼ ؛»؟® ®»½»·ھ»¼ ²»½»­­؟®§ ¬®؟·²·²¹ ±² ؟²¨·»¬§ ®»¼«½¬·±² ¬»½¸²·¯«»­ٍ ج¸»
½±²¬®±´ ¹®±«° ³»®»´§ ®»½»·ھ»¼ ®±«¬·²» ½؟®»ٍ ك ¯«»­¬·±²²؟·®» ·²½´«¼·²¹ ¼»³±¹®؟°¸·½ ½¸؟®؟½¬»®·­¬·½­ô ¾؟­»´·²»
؟²¼ °®»±°»®؟¬·ھ» ھ·¬؟´ ­·¹²­ô ؟²¼ ­»®«³ ½±®¬·­±´ ´»ھ»´ ©؟­ ½±³°´»¬»¼ ؛±® ؟´´ ­«¾¶»½¬­ٍ ـ؟¬؟ ©»®» ؟²؟´§¦»¼ ¾§
¼»­½®·°¬·ھ» ؟²¼ ·²؛»®»²¬·؟´ ­¬؟¬·­¬·½­ ّع·­¸»®ù­ »¨؟½¬ ¬»­¬ô °؟·®»¼ ؟²¼ ·²¼»°»²¼»²¬ tَ¬»­¬­ô ؟²¼ س؟²²ٹة¸·¬²»§
ث ¬»­¬÷ ·² حذحح ٍ P ھ؟´«»­ ´»­­ ¬¸؟² ًًٍë ©»®» ½±²­·¼»®»¼ ­·¹²·؛·½؟²¬ٍ
Results:
ج¸» ¬©± ¹®±«°­ ©»®» ¸±³±¹»²»±«­ ·² ¬»®³­ ±؛ ؟¹» ّP م ًٍîً÷ô ³؟®·¬؟´ ­¬؟¬«­ ّP م ًٍëً÷ô »¼«½؟¬·±² ّP م
ًٍïً÷ô »³°´±§³»²¬ ­¬؟¬«­ ّP م ًٍïي÷ô ؟²¼ ؟¼³·­­·±² ¸·­¬±®§ ّP م ًٍيً÷ٍ ج¸»®» ©»®» ²± ­·¹²·؛·½؟²¬
¼·؛؛»®»²½»­ ·² ¾؟­»´·²» ھ·¬؟´ ­·¹²­ ¾»¬©»»² ¬¸» ·²¬»®ھ»²¬·±² ؟²¼ ½±²¬®±´ ¹®±«°­ٍ ق»؛±®» ­«®¹»®§ô ¬¸» ³»؟²
ھ؟´«»­ ±؛ ھ·¬؟´ ­·¹²­ ·²½®»؟­»¼ ·² ¾±¬¸ ¬¸» ¹®±«°­ٍ ط±©»ھ»®ô ¬¸» ·²½®»³»²¬­ ©»®» ´»­­ ·² ¬¸» »¨°»®·³»²¬؟´









غ؛؛»½¬­ ±؛ ؟² ·¨»¬§ ®»¼«½¬·±² ¬®؟·²·²¹ ±² °¸§­·±´±¹·½؟´ ·²¼·½»­ ؟²¼ ­»®«³ ½±ٍٍٍ ¬¸¬°وٌٌ©©©ٍ²½¾·ٍ²´³ٍ²· ٍ¸¹±ھٌ°³½ٌ؟®¬·½´»­ٌذسفيèééىêêٌل®»°±®¬م°®·²¬؟¾´»
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